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Religious pluralism and Plotinus
Ritsuko OKANO
?Religious pluralism advocated by John Hick is a theory of religion that can justify each of the great 
religious traditions in the world.  There is an affinity between Hick’s thought on “the one divine 
noumenon” of different divine phenomena and Plotinus’ philosophy of “the One”. Furthermore on the 
problem of the recognition of the ultimate divine reality, we can also deduce from Plotinus a similar 
conclusion to Hick’s religious pluralism. According to Hick’s theory, which is based on Kantian 
epistemology, “the divine noumenon” is nothing but what is postulated and we can neither recognize it nor 
experience it. But according to Plotinus who asserts the union with the One as the experience which is 
beyond recognition, we can say that the recognition of God on the phenomenal level is what results from 
the experience of “the divine noumenon”?Plotinus’ philosophy shows that the One once recognized is not 
the One itself, because any recognized object is inevitably pluralized and articulated.
?Key Words: Religious pluralism,  John Hick, Plotinus, The One, Truth
